Introduction {#Sec1}
============
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                \begin{document}$$^1$$\end{document}$H NMR is an important technique in metabolomics as it provides highly reproducible, quantitative information on a wide variety of metabolites. The chemical shift and multiplicity pattern are characteristic of the metabolite's chemical structure, but are complicated by small sample-to-sample changes in the position of individual resonances due to changes in pH, ionic strength or other physical parameters of the matrix (Fan [@CR2]). While these can be ameliorated to some degree by careful analytical procedures, such as addition of buffers and control of physical conditions, changes in chemical shifts are still present in most NMR metabolomic data sets. Computational approaches to correct these changes, such as alignment, can introduce artefacts and are not able to correct shift changes which swap the ordering of resonances (Vu and Laukens [@CR9]). Chemical shift changes can become a major problem in the statistical analysis of NMR metabolomics data, as they disrupt the linear relationship between NMR intensity at a given position and metabolite abundance (Ebbels and Cavill [@CR1]). Thus it becomes important to characterise and model chemical shift changes (see e.g. Takis et al. [@CR7]), in part to aid construction of better algorithms for data analysis, such as alignment or peak-fitting. We recently reported titration model parameters such as acid/base limits and pKas for 33 identified metabolites in human urine, as well as titration curves for a further 65 unidentified peaks (Tredwell et al. [@CR8]). A key problem in modelling NMR spectra from untargeted metabolomics is the unknown structure of the molecules giving rise to each resonance, and thus the lack of knowledge of important parameters. In particular, the number of proton binding sites strongly influences relationship of chemical shift to pH, but has traditionally been hard to infer from titration data alone. Here, we report the successful development and application of a Bayesian approach to estimating the number of proton binding sites in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^1$$\end{document}$H NMR metabolomics data, without knowledge of the molecule's chemical structure.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The model {#Sec3}
---------

As protonation is usually rapid and reversible on the NMR timescale, the theoretical chemical shift ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{\delta }$$\end{document}$) is a weighted average of the limiting chemical shifts of the unprotonated ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{A}$$\end{document}$) and the protonated ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{HA}$$\end{document}$) states of the molecule (Ackerman et al. [@CR13]; Szakács et al. [@CR14]). Ackerman et al. ([@CR13]) model the theoretical chemical shift as a function of pH and pKa as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tilde{\delta } = \frac{\delta _A + \delta _{HA}(10^{(\text{pH}-\text{pKa})})}{1+10^{(\text{pH}-\text{pKa})}} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Szakács et al. ([@CR14]) extend this approach to molecules with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q>1$$\end{document}$ protonation sites:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \tilde{\delta }= \frac{\delta _A+\sum ^{q}_{i=1}\delta _{HiA}10^{\left(\sum ^q_{j=q-i+1}pK_j\right)-i\text{pH}}}{1+\sum ^q_{k=1}10^{\left(\sum ^q_{l=q-k+1}pK_l\right)-k\text{pH}}}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$accounting for the interaction between protons bound at different binding sites and the statistics of proton binding.

From Eqs. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}, [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), it is evident that the theoretical chemical shift follows a titration curve which describes the position of the resonance over a range of pH. When the number of sites is known, nonlinear fitting can be applied using Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) to model the titration curve to obtain the pKa values, as well as the acid and base chemical shift limits (Tredwell et al. [@CR8]). However, in many metabolomics applications (for example alignment), the number of protonation sites may not be known, especially for unknowns or molecules of complex structure. Thus it is of interest to consider whether the number of protonation sites can be estimated along with the pH dependence of the chemical shift.

Here, we focus on inferring the number of protonation sites from observations of chemical shift changes for a given resonance at different pH values. Due to their small size, few metabolites have many protonation sites. We therefore limit the search space to 1-site, 2-site and 3-site models, although the approach can be easily extended to include more than 3 protonation sites if required. We employ a Bayesian approach because it provides a natural way of incorporating prior information and combining results of different experiments. In the Bayesian framework, it is, in principle, easy to incorporate model choice in the inferential process by specifying an appropriate prior distribution on the model space. Posterior inference is performed through Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. In this context, as model selection involves models with different dimensions, we employ a Reversible jump MCMC algorithm, which is implemented in the software JAGS (Plummer and Martyn [@CR6]).

We propose a non-linear Bayesian regression model for each NMR resonance for each molecule. In particular, we assume that the observed chemical shift, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_i$$\end{document}$, follows a normal distribution, with mean $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{\delta }$$\end{document}$, representing the theoretical chemical shift, and variance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} y_i|\tilde{\delta }_i,\sigma ^2 \sim N(\tilde{\delta },\sigma ^2) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The theoretical chemical shift $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tilde{\delta }_i$$\end{document}$ is a function of the pH, pKa, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _A$$\end{document}$ and the number of protonation sites as described in Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

Specification of prior knowledge {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Since most metabolites have up to three protonation sites, we specify as prior distribution on the number of protonation sites a uniform distribution on the set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{1,2,3\}$$\end{document}$. Therefore, each model is a priori equally likely. We complete the model by specifying a prior distribution on the remaining parameters. Assuming no additional spectral effects and conditioning on the number of sites *q*, we choose a uniform distribution defined over the NMR ppm scale \[0, 10\] as prior for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{H_jA}, j=1,\ldots ,q$$\end{document}$.

Moreover, to improve efficiency in searching the parameter space and avoid identifiability issues (where different combinations of parameter values lead to the same likelihood value so that the model is not able to distinguish between them) we impose an order constraint on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {\delta _{H_jA}}$$\end{document}$ values, in descending or ascending order according to the trend of the data. This improves MCMC convergence and the accuracy of estimation. The order direction can be estimated, for example, by fitting a simple linear regression, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf {y} = \beta \mathbf{pH} + b$$\end{document}$, to the data and considering the sign of the estimated slope parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta> 0$$\end{document}$, the relationship between chemical shift and pH is approximately increasing and we would impose the constraint $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{A}> \delta _{{H_{1} A}}> \delta _{{H_{2} A}}> \cdots> \delta _{{H_{q} A}}$$\end{document}$ on the parameter space. On the other hand, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta<0$$\end{document}$, we would impose restriction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{A} < \delta _{{H_{1} A}} < \delta _{{H_{2} A}} < \cdots < \delta _{{H_{q} A}}$$\end{document}$.

For most metabolites the change in chemical shift between adjacent protonation sites is smaller than 1ppm and the total shift change from most acidic to most basic peak position is also smaller than 1ppm. This allows us to assume that the change of chemical shift between adjacent protonation sites is smaller than 1ppm, i.e.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} 0<|\delta _A-\delta _{H_1A}|<1\;\;\;\;\;\;0<|\delta _{H_jA}-\delta _{H_{j+1}A}|<1,\;\; j =1,2,3,... \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Finally, an Inverse-Gamma prior distribution with parameters ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a^2,a$$\end{document}$), which is often used as a Bayesian prior for error variance, is chosen for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma ^2$$\end{document}$. Note that *a*, which reflects the measurement error, should be chosen carefully according to the experiment. In our model, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a = 10^4$$\end{document}$ is chosen based on empirical estimation of the measurement error related to the resolution of the spectrometer and its ability to measure peak position (Karakach et al. [@CR4]).

We fit the model to each resonance independently. We pick as an estimate of *q* the number of protonation sites with highest posterior probability. We then refit the same model but fix *q* equal to its posterior estimate to obtain an estimate of the other parameters conditional on *q*. Posterior inference is performed in JAGS, running four chains of the MCMC algorithm for 50,000 iterations with a burn-in period of 25,000.

Prior specification for pKa {#Sec5}
---------------------------

A great advantage of working in a Bayesian framework is the ability of the model to incorporate problem specific prior information. To assign informative prior knowledge on the pKa range, which aids computational stability and improves convergence of the MCMC algorithm, we exploit information available in the the Human Metabolome Database (version 4.0), which records the pKa values of many common urine metabolites.

By studying the empirical distribution of the pKa values downloaded from the database, we found that the distribution of pKa values has a heavy right tail. We choose as prior range for pKa \[1.2, 13.7\] to correspond to the pH range of our data. This range includes most urine metabolites reported in HMDB, but excludes values below the 7% and above the 90% percentile of the pKa distribution.

Data {#Sec6}
----

Details of sample collection, NMR acquisition and data processing can be found in Tredwell et al. ([@CR8]). All data used in this study is publically available as Supplementary material to the original article under the Creative Commons attribution 4.0 International License <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/>. Briefly, a urine sample was collected from five different individuals and pooled to obtain an average representative human urine sample. To avoid chemical shift effects from metal ions the urine was treated with chelex resin to reduce both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {Mg}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ concentrations without significantly altering metabolite composition. Note that, while this results in non-physiological concentrations of these ions, it is not expected to affect the ability of the model to recover the number of protonation sites. The pool was then titrated to produce 51 samples covering the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2<\mathtt {pH}<12$$\end{document}$. Spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance DRX600 NMR spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany), with a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^1$$\end{document}$H frequency of 600 MHz. A one-dimensional NOESY sequence was used with water suppression, and data were acquired into 64k data points over a spectral width of 12 KHz, with eight dummy scans and 64 scans per sample. Spectra were processed in iNMR 3.4 (Nucleomatica, Molfetta, Italy). Fourier transform of the free-induction decay was applied with a line broadening of 0.5 Hz. Spectra were manually phased and automated first order baseline correction was applied. Metabolites were assigned using the Chenomx NMR Suite 5.1 (Chenomx, Inc., Edmonton, Alberta, Canada) relative to 4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid (DSS) as an internal standard. Metabolite peak positions were obtained using in-house MATLAB scripts. Data for one metabolite (phenylalanine at 7.35 and 7.41 ppm) were discarded as it was found that the peak positions could not be measured accurately due to the high level of peak overlap in this region of the spectra.

Results and discussion {#Sec7}
======================

Our aim is to estimate the number of protonation sites for small molecule metabolites from their observed NMR pH titration curves. From Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, it is clear that when the number of protonation sites is estimated correctly, the chemical shift changes match the data quite well.
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                \begin{document}$$^1$$\end{document}$H NMR spectra with pH adjusted from 2 to 12. Lower left panel: observed chemical shift positions of 51 resonances. Lower right panel: fitted chemical shift positions for the 51 resonances. Only resonances with correct predictions are shown

A summary of the results is shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. More detailed results for each resonance can be found in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Of the 51 resonances, the estimated number of sites matches that found in the literature in 41 cases ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$80.4\%$$\end{document}$). It is evident that most of the incorrect predictions (10 out of 51) result from an underestimation of the number of sites compared to the literature value. The literature site numbers are sourced from handbook of biochemistry and molecular biology (Lundblad and Macdonald [@CR5]). Where this was not possible, (hydroxyisobutyrate, hydroxyisovalerate, indoxyl and methyl-2-oxovalerate) the number was determined from an assessment of the molecular structure.

Table 1Comparison of the literature number of sites and the number estimated by the modelEstimated number of sitesTotal123Literature number of sites1**25**102625**9**014304**7**11Total3014751Correctly estimated numbers of sites are shown in bold

Table 2Probability of different numbers of protonation sites, estimated number of protonation sites and literature number of protonation sites for 51 resonances from 32 metabolites in human urineMetaboliteDatabase IDChemical shift at pH7.41 Site prob.2 Site prob.3 Site prob.Estimated number of sitesLiterature number of sites**HydroxyisobutyrateHMDB00007291.34791.8937.4880.61911HydroxyisovalerateHMDB00007541.26086.59712.7950.60811IndoxylHMDB00040947.19293.0175.6881.29511Methyl-2-oxovalerateHMDB00006951.09395.3834.3260.29111AcetateHMDB00000421.91093.3265.8790.79511AlanineHMDB00001611.212080.82719.17322AllantoinHMDB00004625.38397.8682.0490.08311**CitrateHMDB00000942.528075.40424.59623**CitrateHMDB00000942.646047.86952.13133**CreatinineHMDB00005623.03387.88911.5930.51812CreatinineHMDB00005624.04394.9924.650.35812**FormateHMDB00001428.44892.7866.3770.83711GlucoseHMDB00001225.22898.6611.2840.05511HippurateHMDB00007143.96070.11127.4032.48611HippurateHMDB00007147.54186.0369.7984.16611HippurateHMDB00007147.62792.7426.1141.14411HippurateHMDB00007147.82492.2645.3872.34911HippurateHMDB00007148.51254.08226.84119.07711HistidineHMDB00001777.253042.66957.33133HistidineHMDB00001778.18807.5592.4533ImidazoleHMDB00015257.22959.20137.9522.84711**ImidazoleHMDB00015258.040073.58226.41821**IsoleucineHMDB00001720.9020.80165.96433.23522LactateHMDB00001901.32089.1559.9410.90411**LeucineHMDB00006870.93283.26314.0992.63812**MannitolHMDB00007653.67392.4876.5011.01211MannitolHMDB00007653.79796.6332.6760.69111MannitolHMDB00007653.86496.5672.9640.46911MethylsuccinateHMDB00018441.06243.56150.2746.16522PiperazineHMDB00147303.526065.25534.74522TMethylHistidineHMDB00004796.873014.79285.20833TMethylHistidineHMDB00004798.3060010033**TTMethylHistidineHMDB00000013.788094.7735.22723**TTMethylHistidineHMDB00000016.909016.98883.01233TTMethylHistidineHMDB00000018.396023.51476.48633TartrateHMDB00298784.3225.76451.86442.37222**TaurineHMDB00002513.41286.8637.137612**ThreonineHMDB00001671.19414.47267.88217.64622TrigonellineHMDB00008754.42968.69319.48111.82611TrigonellineHMDB00008758.07374.87517.0258.111TrigonellineHMDB00008758.82277.58815.5316.88111TrigonellineHMDB00008758.83458.85730.80710.33611TrigonellineHMDB00008759.11567.41121.35311.23611TrisCHEBI:97543.71594.4535.3630.18411**TryptophanHMDB00009297.71987.3811.1561.46412TyrosineHMDB00001586.885090.2029.79823TyrosineHMDB00001587.207090.5929.40823**ValineHMDB00008830.906079.85120.14922ValineHMDB00008831.0602.96777.56819.46522XyloseHMDB00000985.19098.4751.4760.04911Trans-aconitateHMDB00009586.574064.47735.52322**Rows with correctly estimated numbers of sites are shown in bold

Given the estimation of the number of protonation sites, the other parameters of the model (acid limits, base limits and pKa values) can be estimated using the same model. The modelled pKa values closely agree with the literature values (Lundblad and Macdonald [@CR5]), and the modelled acid and base limits are also in good agreement with the previously modelled values (Tredwell et al. [@CR8]). Therefore we do not present these in detail here. Four examples including 1, 2 and 3 protonation sites, (acetate, alanine, threonine and TTMethylHistidine) are shown in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

Table 3Literature and modelled results of acetate, alanine, threonine and TTMethylHistidineMetaboliteLiterature pKa valuesModelled pKa valuesModelled acid and base limitsAcetate4.7604.5911.9102.089Alanine2.3409.6902.3849.9801.2121.4721.573Threonine2.63010.4302.0729.1951.1941.3221.379TTMethylHistidine1.6906.4808.8501.8326.0629.3026.9107.0407.3907.491

Fig. 2Measured chemical shift changes for acetate, alanine, threonine and TTMethylHistidine with the fit of the theoretical model

Metabolites with incorrectly estimated number of protonation sites {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The model failed to estimate the correct number of protonation sites for 10 out of 51 resonances. There are several types of problem leading to incorrect estimation of the number of protonation sites. The first type ocurrs when at least one literature pKa value lies outside the range of the observed data. Taurine is a good example of this, as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where it can be seen that one pKa lies at pH 1.5, while the data only cover the pH range 3.2--12.

Fig. 3Examples of resonances with incorrectly estimated numbers of sites: taurine, citrate, creatinine, imidazole with literature pKa values (yellow line) and fitted pKa values (green line)

The second type of inaccurate estimation happens when two adjacent pKas are so close that the change in chemical shift between them is too small compared to the measurement error. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta$$\end{document}$ 2.7 resonance of citrate is a good example of this, as in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where the smooth titration curve around pH 4--5 does not suggest the presence of the third pKa at 4.75. A third type of incorrect estmate happens when the change of chemical shift is too small so that the transition can not be detected near the pKa value, for instance creatinine as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Conversely, the change in the chemical shift can be too large compared to the estimated measurement error, for example imidazole as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, forming a fourth type of inaccuracy.

Some molecules have multiple resonances and so the question arises of whether to combine them, or if not, how to pick the best resonance to model. We do not recommend to combine resonances from the same molecule as, with our data, this tended to over estimate the number of protonation sites leading to a poorer fit. Instead, it is preferred to pick a resonance with "good behaviour", i.e. one which is not overlapped, shows strong changes in chemical shift, but with a good number of observations near each chemical shift transition (near the pKa). When more than one resonance from the same molecule are modelled and give different predictions for the number of sites, we recommend to use information such as the model fit error to judge which estimation is more reliable. We note that this does not apply in fully untargeted analysis when the metabolites are unidentified, and thus one does not know if two resonances come from the same molecule.

Conclusions {#Sec9}
===========

The Bayesian fit based on the model of Szakács et al. ([@CR14]) can effectively estimate the number of protonation sites for many small molecule metabolites, given sufficient pH titration data. Incorrect estimations are mainly due to cases where pKa values are very similar, and thus could not be distinguished, and/or a lack of data in the necessary pH ranges. We note that, even when the number of sites was incorrectly estimated, it is still possible to estimate the chemical shift position of a resonance quite accurately in most cases. The information obtained from the modelling procedure described here could be useful in a number of ways. For example, the pH could be estimated from the positions of a few well known and easily located resonances. This could then be used to predict the chemical shift positions of resonances of other metabolites expected in a sample, which could then help with automated annotation, alignment or peak fitting (as an initial position estimate). The predicted number of protonation sites may also be helpful during the process of identifying unknown compounds, although orthogonal analytical information would almost always be needed in addition. Overall, we hope that this modelling approach may be valuable for the future development of algorithms for analysis of metabolomic $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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